
Single Cotton Rope Swing
Congratulations on your purchase of the Single Cotton Rope Swing.
We believe that you will find it a product of unsurpassed quality and durability.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
1.  Select a location for your swing that is 6 1/2 feet to 8
1/2 feet above ground or floor level and will support 350
lbs. Beam should not be spruce or white pine.  Position
hanging system bracket along the center line of the
beam on which you wish to hang your swing.  Make
sure beam has no knots or cracks or rot.
CAUTION:
A.  Mounting Hardware included is safety rated ONLY
for load bearing structures.  The steel hanging bracket
is not safety tested and approved for concrete surfaces,
steel or plastic construction, particle board and the like
material, or vinyl siding.
B.  The steel hanging bracket is to make contact with
mounting surface. Structural support unit must
accommodate maximum safe weight limit of 350
pounds.
C.   Prior to each use of your swing, inspect the ropes
and other materials in your swing including but not
limited to: the mounting hardware, installation points,
and objects supporting your swing for signs of
weakness or wear.  Do not use if there are any signs
that the material or supports are not in proper
condition.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CONCERNING
INSTALLATION, PLEASE CONSULT A BUILDING EXPERT.  THE
HAMMOCKSOURCE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPROPER
INSTALLATION.
2.  Mark drill holes on center line with a pencil where the
bolt holes are located on the bracket and expose bare
wood.
3.  Drill holes where indicated by marked spots with a 1/
4” drill, approximately 2” deep.
4. Position bracket with bracket holes over drill holes
and install bolts by hand.  Tighten with wrench or
socket.  Do not overtighten bolts.  Bolts will strip the
wood, thus causing a reduction in load capacity.
5.  Affix “S” hook to hanging bracket.  Hook the chain
on the swing to the bottom of “S” hook. Adjust the
height of the swing with the chain for maximum
comfort. When sitting in the swing, your feet should
touch the ground with knees slightly bent. Note: The first
time you hang the swing, it may seem too high off the
ground, however; the ropes will stretch, bringing the
swing to a more comfortable level. Simply adjust the
chain to put your swing at the desired height.

The design of this swing
provides ample room for
“push-out” seating.  After
seated in the swing, the
user can place his or her
feet at the edge of the swing
front and “push-out.”
The roomy design of the
front of the swing will provide
a comfortable rest for the legs.

WARNING:
- Not recommended for use by children without adult
supervision.
-Be sure the construction from which you are hang-
ing your swing is of good condition, sturdy, and
large enough to support maximum safe weight.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE:
Thank you for purchasing the Single Cotton Rope Swing.
The proper care and cleaning of your swing will help
preserve and maintain its natural beauty, as well as ensure
years of use.  A solution of mild soap and water will
remove most dirt and is not harmful to the natural cotton
fibers. For stains spot clean and rinse thoroughly.
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If you have any questions regarding our products, call our
toll-free consumer customer service line: 800.643.3522

Visit our web page: www.hatterashammocks.com

Swing Units:
1- Single Cotton Rope Swing with chain attached
1 - “S” hook
1 -  steel hanging bracket
2 - 5/16 x 2” Hex Head lag bolts

Tools needed to assemble your Single Swing
Hanging System: 3/8 Drill and 1/2” wrench or socket.

WARRANTY INFORMATION:
Products of The HammockSource are guaranteed to be free of
defects in workmanship and materials for up to one year after the
purchase date. Prolonged exposure to weather conditions including
snow, rain, and humidity are not covered under the warranty nor is
damage caused by normal wear, mildew, or improper care including
storage, maintenance, and installation. If an item is found to be
defective within one year of its purchase, it will be replaced without
charge upon the return of the unit accompanied by a sales receipt. If
you choose to return an item, you must contact our customer service
department at 800.643.3522 to obtain a Return Authorization Number
that will allow us to track your unit once it arrives at our warehouse;
thereby creating a faster response to your concern.
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